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Unmatched
realism

Redefined
style

Smart
living

At Samsung, we have always believed in pushing the boundaries, making 
us the #1 choice for 15 years* in a row. Get ready to experience 8K 

resolution, cinematic sound and iconic designs.

Bring the future of television to your homes with our new TV & AV range.

*Source - Omdia, Jan 2021. Ranking in terms of shipments. Results are not an endorsement of Samsung. Any reliance on these results is at the
third party’s own risk. ^Source- Worldwide Home Audio Quarterly Tracker. Applied years (2014-2019) ©2020 Futuresource Consulting.

Welcome to the extraordinary

 15 years* in Television
7 years^ in Soundbar
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Hear it from the experts
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CES® Innovation Awards are granted to products based upon materials submitted by the honorees.
CTA neither verifies the accuracy of any submissions nor tests any products.

“The ‘Best of Innovation Award’-winning 110-inch MICRO LED 
features 24 million individually-controlled LEDs and a powerful 

MicroLed processor for breathtaking image quality.”

“Each LED backlight chip individually emits light, allowing 
content to be enjoyed on the QN900A Neo QLED in the amazing 

quality it is meant to be seen in.”

“Samsung’s 2021 QLED and Neo QLED models feature the latest 
advances in AI and technology, helping more users to comfortably 

enjoy their TV experiences.”

“Impressed by the 
Soundbar HW-Q950T 
from the very start.”

“The Soundbar HW-Q800T 
is a fantastic all-round 

soundbar solution.”
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VDE, one of Europe’s largest 
technical-scientific associations and one of 
the most experienced test certification and 

inspection bodies, has awarded both the 
Neo QLED as well as the QLED line-up their 

coveted ‘Eye Care’ certification.
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Unbox the best

Samsung Neo QLED 8K:
Greatness never ends, but evolves.

Samsung Neo QLED 8K:
Quantum leap for neo vision

The Serif: Iconic design
official video

Samsung Neo QLED 8K:
Object Tracking Sound Pro

Samsung Q-series Soundbar:
Made for QLED

Samsung Neo QLED 8K:
Real 8K Resolution



TV range Sound device range
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Neo QLED TVs
Neo QLED 8K   |   Neo QLED

07-15

Crystal 4K UHD TVs

26-29

Smart TVs

Television 2021 range

16-21

22-25

Lifestyle TVs
The Serif   |   The Frame
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Model: QN900A

Size: 2m 16cm (85”)

Model: QN800A

Size: 1m 89cm (75”)
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Neo QLED 8K
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Quantum Matrix Technology Pro 
with Mini LED
Get spectacular brightness and 
witness unimaginable details 
expressed by mini LED panels. 40X 
smaller and in higher density than 
ever, they deliver dazzling images.

Neo Quantum Processor 8K with 
Multi-intelligent AI Upscaling
Feel the quantum leap in upscaling 
through the highly advanced 
processor that upgrades even low 
resolution content to unimaginably 
vivid picture quality.

Unveil hidden details and bold contrast1

Real 8K Resolution
Feel the power of 33 million pixels and 4X better resolution than 4K for the 
ultimate clarity.
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*All third party logos, trademarks and content are for representational purpose only and belong to respective parties. Bixby voice commands recognize English (US/UK), French, Spanish, German, Italian, Chinese and 
Korean. Not all accents, dialects and expressions recognized. Amazon, Alexa and all related logos are trademarks of Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. Google is a trademark of Google LLC.

Sound innovations redefined2

Object Tracking Sound Pro (OTS Pro)
Be immersed in a cinematic sound 
experience and hear the nuances in 
every scene, with audio that tracks 
each motion.

Multiple Voice Assistant*

Talk to any of our three built-in 
assistants - Alexa, Bixby and Google 
Assistant - to control your TV easily 
with voice commands. 

SpaceFit Sound
Enjoy perfect sound regardless of where 
and how you place your TV. SpaceFit 
Sound technology analyses the room's 
environment and auto-calibrates the 
TV’s sound to optimal levels.
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Q-Symphony
Surround yourself with a unique and 
integrated audio experience, with your 
TV and Soundbar working in sync to 
deliver flawless sound.

Bixby Google AssistantAmazon Alexa
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Infinity Screen
Push your viewing experience to the limit with a near bezel-less screen, 
free of any hindrances.

Revolutionise your home décor3

Infinity One Design
Bring home this brilliantly elegant 
design with an ultra-slim profile to 
give your home the ultimate 
contemporary look.

Slim One Connect
Avoid unsightly cable clutter and 
keep wires hidden with this 
innovative solution.
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Motion Xcelerator Turbo+
Enjoy ultra-smooth, buffer-free gaming on a 32:9 wide screen with minimal input 
lag and motion enhancements up to 4K 120Hz.
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Multi View
Watch your phone's and TV's content 
simultaneously on a split screen.

SolarCell Remote
Say goodbye to disposable batteries 
with this solar-powered, all-in-one 
energy-saving TV remote that is 
charged by indoor light and has been 
crafted from recycled plastic.



QLED
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Model: Q70A

Size: 2m 16cm (85”)
 1m 89cm (75”)
 1m 63cm (65”)
 1m 38cm (55”)

Model: Q60A

Size: 1m 89cm (75”)
 1m 63cm (65”)
 1m 38cm (55”)



Images simulated. *100% colour volume measured in Movie Mode and the DCI-P3 colour space, certified by VDE.

100% Colour Volume with Quantum Dot*

Enjoy vivid and breathtaking colours that stay true at any level of brightness.

Experience breathtaking visuals1

Multi View
Watch what's on your TV and your 
mobile on the TV screen at the same 
time.

Motion Xcelerator Turbo+
Enjoy an ultra-smooth, buffer-free 
gaming experience with motion 
enhancements.

Quantum Processor 4K
Feel the visual brilliance of optimised 
content.

Adaptive Picture
Never worry about glare or shadows, 
with automatically adjusted brightness 
levels.
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Direct Full Array
Get the deepest colour contrast and see the minutest details with antireflection 
and concentrated zones of precision-controlled backlights.

Dual LED
Backlighting technology adjusts the colour tone to suit the mood of your content.

Elevate your audio2

Object Tracking Sound (OTS)
Get cinematic sound experience with 
sound following the object movement 
in the scene.

Active Voice Amplifier (AVA)
Enjoy the optimal screen volume, 
no matter what your surroundings are.
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*All third party logos, trademarks and content are for representational purpose only and belong to respective parties. Bixby voice commands recognize English (US/UK), French, Spanish, German, Italian, Chinese and 
Korean. Not all accents, dialects and expressions recognized. Amazon, Alexa and all related logos are trademarks of Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. Google is a trademark of Google LLC.

SpaceFit Sound
Be entirely immersed in the audio experience with area-optimising acoustic sensors. 

Multiple Voice Assistant*

Talk to any of our three built-in assistants - Alexa, Bixby and Google Assistant - 
to control your TV easily with voice commands.

Go beyond style3

Ambient Mode+
Blends in seamlessly with your home's 
décor.
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Experience in AR

Model: LS01T

Size: 1m 38cm (55”)

The Serif
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Iconic Design
Enjoy looking at your TV from all angles, both in its picture and its design.

Outstanding to look at1

Ambient Mode+
Watch The Serif blend in with your space, with skins that replicate your home décor.

100% Colour Volume with Quantum Dot*

Enjoy vivid and breathtaking colours that 
stay true at any level of brightness.

Adaptive Picture
Never worry about glare or shadows, 
with automatically adjusted brightness 
levels.
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Korean. Not all accents, dialects and expressions recognized. Amazon, Alexa and all related logos are trademarks of Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. Google is a trademark of Google LLC.

NFC on TV
Connect with your smartphone simply by placing it on top of The Serif.

Easy to use2

Multi View
Watch content simultaneously on a 
split screen.

Active Voice Amplifier (AVA)
Enjoy the optimal screen volume, 
no matter what your surroundings are.

Multiple Voice Assistant*

Talk to any of our three built-in assistants - Alexa, Bixby and Google Assistant - 
to control your TV easily with voice commands.



The Frame

Image stimulated. Customizable Frame sold separately. Bezel colors and accessories may vary by model and region.

Model: LS03A

Size:  1m 38cm (55”) 

Experience in AR
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Art Mode
When it’s off, turn your TV in to a gorgeous work of art. Showcase your personal 
art collection – customized and controlled the way you like.

A visual masterpiece 1

Customizable Bezel
Have your pick of 2 bezel styles -
Modern & Beveled – each offering
multiple colour options and magnetic
application.

Slim Fit Wall Mount
Keeps your TV flush against the wall. 
You can adjust the angle to your 
liking, and even hang your TV in 
portrait mode.

Image stimulated. Bezel colors availability may vary as per model.

Frame-look Design
A TV design that seamlessly blends with your décor. It’s equal parts TV and art.
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Adaptive Picture
Never worry about glare or shadows, with automatically adjusted brightness levels.

Multiple Voice Assistant*

You can control The Frame with just your voice – change channel, open apps, play 
music, control your smart home devices, and much more.

*All third party logos, trademarks and content are for representational purpose only and belong to respective parties. Bixby voice commands recognize English (US/UK), French, Spanish, German, Italian, Chinese and 
Korean. Not all accents, dialects and expressions recognized. Amazon, Alexa and all related logos are trademarks of Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. Google is a trademark of Google LLC.

Designed for your convenience2

Multi View
Watch content simultaneously on 
a split screen.

Active Voice Amplifier (AVA)
Enjoy the optimal screen volume, 
no matter what your surroundings are.



Crystal 4K UHD

Model: AU7700

Size: 1m 63cm (65”)
          1m 38cm (55”)
          1m 25cm (50”)
          1m 08cm (43”)

Model: AU7500

Size: 1m 38cm (55”)
          1m 25cm (50”)
          1m 08cm (43”)

Model: AU8000

Size: 2m 16cm (85”)
 1m 89cm (75”)
 1m 63cm (65”)
 1m 38cm (55”)
 1m 25cm (50”)
 1m 08cm (43”)
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Dynamic Crystal Colour
Watch in a billion colours, with lifelike hues and vivid tones.

Crystal-clear picture1

Crystal Processor 4K
See colour contrast like never before 
with an ultra-fast processor.

Motion Xcelerator Turbo
Enjoy a smooth, buffer-free gaming 
experience.

Crystal-clear audio 2

Object Tracking Sound Lite (OTS Lite)
Get cinematic sound experience with sound following the object movement in 
the scene.
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*All third party logos, trademarks and content are for representational purpose only and belong to respective parties. Bixby voice commands recognize English (US/UK), French, Spanish, German, Italian, Chinese and 
Korean. Not all accents, dialects and expressions recognized. Amazon, Alexa and all related logos are trademarks of Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. Google is a trademark of Google LLC.

Smarter and faster control 3

Multiple Voice Assistant*

Access content, get answers, and control your TV with your voice.

Super Ultrawide GameView & Game Bar
Switch your TV’s aspect ratio to an 
ultra-wide aspect ratio for an enhanced 
gaming experience.

Tap View
Mirror your smartphone’s content on 
your TV with just a tap.
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Evolved, minimalist design4

AirSlim Design
Add elegance to your home with this minimalist and super slim tech marvel.

Clean Cable Solution
Keep your cables neatly concealed, 
eliminating the unsightly clutter of wires 
and ensuring a seamless look for your TV.
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Slim Fit Wall-Mount
With the easy-to-install Slim Fit 
Wall-Mount, your TV fits snugly 
against the wall and blends naturally 
into your space.



Image simulated. T&C apply. Amazon Prime Video, Netflix and YouTube are the registered marks of respective third party owners. Separate subscription required for Netflix and Amazon Prime Video.

Model: T5400 

Size: 1m 08cm (43”)

Model: T4400/4500/N4010

Size: 80cm (32”)

Smart TV



Enhanced picture1

Optimised sound system2

PurColor
Immerse yourself in the world of entertainment with a wide range of stunning and 
vibrant colours.

Images simulated. 26-
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Sound Deflector (40W, 4Ch)
With Sound+ technology that deflects 
the audio towards you, so you can enjoy 
every moment.



Samsung TV Plus
Get instant and free access to content, without any strings attached.

Customised to fit you3

Multiple Voice Assistant*

Talk to any of our three built-in assistants - Alexa, Bixby and Google Assistant - 
to control your TV easily with voice commands. 

Content Guide
Enjoy a carefully selected collection of amazing content, personalised as per 
your liking.

Image stimulated. All third party logos, trademarks and content are for representational purpose only and belong to respective parties.
*Bixby voice commands recognize English (US/UK), French, Spanish, German, Italian, Chinese and Korean. Not all accents, dialects and expressions recognized. Amazon, Alexa and all related logos are trademarks of 
Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. Google is a trademark of Google LLC.



Switch on a world of entertainment
With Samsung Smart TV, enjoy your favourite content across genres.

Choose from thousands of free movies, TV shows, sports, music and news 
channels from international and Indian partners.

Use of third party apps may require subscription and internet connectivity. Content 
resolution may vary. Content resolution depends on the feed provided by partners.
All third party logos, trademarks and content are for representational purpose only 
and belong to respective parties.
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Local Languages
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TV specifications

The Frame

Image simulated. T&C apply. *20 W in 43” and 50”. Y stands for Yes and N stands for No.

Model

Sizes

LS03A

1m 38cm (55”), 

Picture quality

Resolution

Colour

HDR

Processor

Adaptive picture

Dual LED

Sound

Sound

Active voice amplifier

OTS lite

Design

Customizable bezel

Ambient mode+

Smart

Smart TV

One remote control

Multiple voice assistant

Content guide

Kids TV

PC mode

TV plus

Multi view

BT two-way audio

4K

Quantum dot colour

Quantum HDR

Quantum processor 4K

Y

Y

40W*

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y



Sound device range

Soundbar
57-59
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Sound Tower
60-61
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Soundbar

Model:
HW-T400Model:

HW-A550/HW-A450
Model:

HW-T420

Images simulated.
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Q-Symphony
Delivers a harmonious and simultaneous sound output by syncing with your TV.

Join the audio revolution1

Acoustic Beam
Get a panoramic audio experience that 
delivers a dynamic and lifelike scene to 
your ears.

Dolby Atmos & DTS:X
Hear a whole new world of audio with 
elevated sound from every direction.

SpaceFit Sound+
Enjoy optimised sound tailored to your environment, no matter where your 
TV is placed.
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Tap Sound
Simply tap the Soundbar with your phone for an instant connection.

Images simulated.

Wireless TV Connection
No need to struggle with a mess of wires and plugs, just enjoy your content 
instantly with clearer and smarter sound.

Built-in Alexa
Avail of your personal smart assistant for a simple and convenient experience.
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Sound Tower
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Model: MX-T70 Model: MX-T50
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Bass Booster
Take the party to the next level with 1500 additional watts of power to boost up 
the bass.

Let the sound take you to new heights1

Bi-directional Sound
With a unique design that delivers 
music to every corner of the room. 

Built-in Woofer
Enjoy immersive sound with deep bass 
without the use of an external woofer.

Sound Tower App
EQ settings, sound effects and light 
control for your inner DJ.

Karaoke Mode
Take the stage, grab the mic, set the 
song and let the singing go on and on!



Samsung services: we’ve got you covered
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Assuring a safe and hygienic experience

Extensive service network with multiple support channels

Service center touchpoints
34

Track your repairConvenient access

Call center facility
24 x 7

@



All features and specifications mentioned herein can be changed without prior notice. Products shown herein are for 
representational purpose only, actual product may vary.

Registered Address: Samsung lndia Electronics Pvt Ltd – Bangladesh Branch
5th Floor, Simple Tree Anarkali, 89 Gulshan Avenue, FAX Gulshan Dhaka 1212, Bangladesh

Follow us

Contact us

Samsung
MembersLive Chat

0 9 6 1 2 3 0 0 3 0 00 8 0 0 0 3 0 0 3 0 0

Samsungbangladesh                  Samsungbangladesh                   SamsungbangladeshSamsungbangladesh                  Samsungbangladesh                   Samsungbangladesh


